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Severity Scores (%)

- Addiction: 8%
- Anxiety: 25%
- Attention: 85%
- Compulsive: 8%
- Depression: 21%
- Executive: 20%
- Memory: 35%
- Pain: 6%
- Sensory: 17%
- Social: 11%
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NeuroLink Mobile Apps – Android, iPhone, Windows Phone
Smart Phone App with Monthly Subscription for Mental Health
Personal Evaluation and Clinical Referral

1. Intro
2. Disclaimer
3. Symptom Questionnaire
4. Subscribe or Pay to View Results
5. View, Navigate & Save Results
NeuroLink Mobile

Navigate Through the Brain & Link Symptom Severity to Your Own Brain

3 Different Languages (English, Chinese, Turkish) to Include Spanish, French and German in The Near Future
NeuroLink and NeuroGuide Integration – Linking Symptoms to the Brain
Implement on Smart Phones
Positive Thought Feedback
Thoughts Create Reality – Remove Negative Ones
Imagine/Think Positive Thoughts and View Changes in One’s Own Brain

Baseline NeuroLink → Positive Thoughts Exercise → Repeat Baseline NeuroLink

Session History of Severity Scores (%)